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GLOSS	ENHANCERS

PAINT	SEALANTS

P-73-Q
PROFECTION™ PAINT SEAL ANT 

Final finish sealer formulated for all types of 
pre-cleaned finishes. Utilizes less cleaner than 
Polymer II™ and an architectural acrylic polymer 
resin that lasts longer. Works fast and easy. 
Resists environmental contaminants that can 
fade or discolor automotive fi nishes prematurely.  
Provides 6 months or more of high gloss protection.  
For hand or machine use. Safe for all types of 
paint fi nishes.  CONTAINS NO WAX.  VOC COMPLIANT.

Size: Quart

P-39
POLYMER II™  SEALANT
High quality paint sealant that produces a 
long lasting, high gloss shine on all types of 
automotive paint finishes. Amino functional 
polymers resist UV rays, salt air, snow, 
sleet, insects, road film, harsh detergents 
and environmental contaminants that 
can fade or discolor automotive finishes 
prematurely. Lasts up to 6 months. For hand 
or machine use. Safe for all types of paint 
finishes. CONTAINS NO WAX. VOC COMPLIANT.

Sizes: Quart and gallon

S-74
WIPEOUT™

SHOWROOM SPRAY 
GLOSS

Innovative spray gloss removes surface 
dust, fi ngerprints and smudges from 
showroom vehicles while leaving a 
clean glossy fi nish. Spray on/wipe 
off. Wipeout™ is also an excellent 
lubricating fl uid for use with 
C-101 and C-102 Clay Away™ for 
removing overspray. Bubble gum 
fragrance.   For hand use. Safe 
for all types of paint fi nishes. VOC 
COMPLIANT. 

Sizes: 22 oz. bottle w/sprayer, 1 and 
5 gallon

P-81-Q
AQUA GLOSS™

Aqua Gloss™ is a high gloss solvent liquid 
polymer designed for use on wet exterior 
surfaces.  Creates a quick water breaking action 
that reduces drying time and eliminates water 
spotting.  Leaves a lasting, high gloss shine as 
you dry your vehicle.  Requires no intensive 
rubbing or buffi ng. Contains no cleaners.  Great 
results on all types of painted, plastic, chrome and 
glass surfaces. Safe for rubber side molding and 
trim with no hazing or whitening.  VOC COMPLIANT. 

Size: Quart

AQUA GLOSS
A
polymer designed for use on wet exterior 
surfaces.  Creates a quick water breaking action 
that reduces drying time and eliminates water 
spotting.  Leaves a lasting, high gloss shine as 
you dry your vehicle.  Requires no intensive 

glass surfaces. Safe for rubber side molding and 
trim with no hazing or whitening.

Size

S-78 
WET 'N WIPE™ SPEED GLAZE

A high gloss liquid speed glaze designed for use on pre-
cleaned wet exterior surfaces. Effectively creates a quick water 
breaking action which signifi cantly reduces drying time and 
water spotting. Simply mist on wet surface and wipe to 
a high gloss shine with a chamois or damp microfi ber 
towel. Use on painted, plastic, rubber, chrome and 
glass surfaces.  Contains no abrasives or solvents. 
For hand use. Safe for all types of paint fi nishes.  
Special lemon fragrance.  VOC COMPLIANT.

Sizes: 22 oz. bottle w/sprayer, 1 and 5 gallon


